INTEGRATED FARMING & WOMEN EMPOWERMENT (IFWE) THROUGH SOLAR IRRIGATION PROJECTS (SIP)

Presentation for IWMI
Shed Renovation

- The first thing to assess is whether the shed can be refurbished weather friendly.
- It was built well structurally with have a concrete floor.
- On the all sides of the shed are surrounding by net from protecting wild bird, feral animals, domestic animals, insects and vermin.
- Also making a side protection for rain and sun.
Site Renovation (Renovation Working Progress)
Site Renovation (Renovation Working Progress)
Picture of site Renovation
Pictures of Shed Renovation
KHM employed a homeless family for chicken farming purpose. As a result an underprivileged women will get the financial support from this project.
Weather Requirement

As our plan we are started date is 15/02/2021, but our agriculture consultant suggested us, this year winter season is more cold then the health of chicken will fall in danger. That’s why we are taking time for this issue hope to start with in next two week. This is our first pilot project so we don’t want to take risk.